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Message From the Editor
George Weah said Education is a continual process, just like riding a bicycle, if you
don't pedal, you don't go forward. Education industry is one among those dynamic
industries in the world which has been continually witnessing a number of drastic
changes in terms of the way we learn, the diverse choice of subjects available,
advancements in teaching methodology etc.
 
Equipped with latest features, AIMRI envisages to create advancement in
technology, standards and procedures, protocol in the maritime industry to
promote research and make the industry as parents, future ready. AIMRI offers an
array of unique features, facilities, and opportunities for the students with effective
integration of theory, and practice.
 
Our special Newsletter 'EDUCORNER' by AIMRI is being released to help students
and education professionals be updated on the latest advancements in the
Education sector. The newsletter cover the following segments:
 

Education News across the World
Whats New at AIMRI
AIMRI TIP
Ask an Expert

 
We hope you shall enjoy reading the newsletter, the same way we enjoyed
compiling it for you. 
 
HAVE A HAPPY READING!



DEWA'S INITIATIVE TO SUPPORTS WORKING
MOMS

Dubai Electricity and Water Authority (Dewa) celebrated the
graduation of 55 children of its employees from its nurseries,
who completed the academic year and fulfilled the
requirements to move on to kindergarten. It was witnessed
that the happiness of Female employees whose children
were being taken care of at the nurseries reached 98.78 per
cent, reflecting their satisfaction with the level of care and
education provided at the Nursery. Dr Yousef Al Akraf,
executive vice-president of Business Support and Human
Resources proudly stated that Dewa was one of the first
government organisations to establish nurseries in support of
working mothers, and today, it has the largest number of
nurseries compared to other Dubai government entities, .
Source: GULF NEWS

NEW SCHOOLS VENTURE FUND INITIATIVE 

Educators in Title I schools are being invited to participate in
a NewSchools Venture Fund initiative to blend math instruction
in grades 3-8 with lessons that build students’ executive
function skills, such as working memory and being able to
focus on a task.Funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation and the Chan Zuckerberg  Initiative, the five-year
grant program — with $9 million awarded in the first year — will
bring educators together with researchers and developers to
design tools that “work for real teachers and real students,”
Melina Uncapher, the director of the EF+M program and a
neuroscientist at the University of California San Francisco, said
during a media call. Source: EDUCATIONDRIVE

UAE STUDENTS EXCEL GCSE EXAMS
DESPITE FORMAT CHANGES

Replacing the previous letter grades format to the new 9-1
or “9 to 1” number grades format, students reportedly got
best ever results despite the tough exams. Students across
the UAE and other GCC countries received their Pearson
Edexcel International GCSE results, which were awarded
using the new nine-point grading scale (9–1), introduced by
the UK government to raise standards and recognise top-
performing students. Over 5 million GCSEs and International
GCSEs are awarded using the 9–1 grading scale worldwide,
including in the UK, making it the most used and recognised
grading scale for GCSE and International GCSE globally.
Source: GULF NEWS

Educat ion  News Across  the  Globe



What ' s  New At  AIMRI

AIMRI  TIP

ASK THE EXPERT
 

This specific corner has been introduced for those
who seek advice on education and related
matters. From seeking career guidance, to life
advice, our curated team of educational experts
shall help you  answer your queries and touch
upon some of the sensitive matters which is often
faced by students, parents and teachers in the
education industry.
 
If you have a doubt please feel free to submit your
questions to aimri@ariesgroup.ae


